Impact 24” Deluxe Double Sided Stand
IMPACT 24” DELUXE DOUBLE SIDED BANNER STAND : SPECIFICATIONS
Product Features
The Impact Deluxe double sided banner stand is a great way to market
your company and showcase your products. This double sided retractable
banner stand comes in both 24” and 36” widths and displays two banners
back to back. It is the perfect blend of design, appeal, durability, and
value. It is easily portable in its foam-padded carry bag (included).
Graphic Size 24” x 74”

Graphic Material
Fabric

Graphic Finishing
Finished in anodized silver and heavy-duty molded end plates.
Banner attched by clamp bar on top and hook & loop (Velcro) tape on the
bottom. It is quick, simple to use and holds two 24” x 74” banners (with a
6” bottom bleed).

Construction
Aluminum folding pole
Aluminum clamping top pole (with plastic connectors)
Aluminum base with plastic end caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 14 lbs only stand / 16 lbs with graphics
Shipping Dimensions 31” x 13” x 6”

Package Includes
Retractable stand with end caps
Two clamp bars with end caps
Support pole
Silver travel bag

Warranty
Lifetime on Stand
1 year on Graphic

Graphic Size: 24” x 74”

* Travel bag is included
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Impact 36” Deluxe Double Sided Stand
IMPACT 36” DELUXE DOUBLE SIDED BANNER STAND : SPECIFICATIONS
Product Features
The Impact Deluxe double sided banner stand is a great way to market
your company and showcase your products. This double sided retractable
banner stand comes in both 24” and 36” widths and displays two banners
back to back. It is the perfect blend of design, appeal, durability, and
value. It is easily portable in its foam-padded carry bag (included).

Graphic Size 36”W x 74”H

Graphic Material
Fabric

Graphic Finishing
Finished in anodized silver and heavy-duty molded end plates.
Banner attched by clamp bar on top and hook & loop (Velcro) tape on the
bottom. It is quick, simple to use and holds two 36” x 74” banners (with a
6” bottom bleed).

Construction
Aluminum folding pole
Aluminum clamping top pole (with plastic connectors)
Aluminum base with plastic end caps

Weights - Dimensions
Shipping Weight 16 lbs only stand / 19 lbs with graphics
Shipping Dimensions 41” x 13” x 6”

Package Includes
Retractable stand with end caps
Two clamp bars with end caps
Support pole
Silver travel bag

Warranty
Lifetime on Stand
1 year on Graphic

Graphic Size: 36” x 74”

* Travel bag is included
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